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Now in its eighth edition, this bestselling text continues to blend clarity of explanation with depth
of coverage to present students with the fundamental principles of soil mechanics. From the
foundations of the subject through to its application in practice, Craig’s Soil Mechanics provides
an indispensable companion to undergraduate courses and beyond.New to this
edition:Rewritten throughout in line with Eurocode 7, with reference to other international
standardsRestructured into two major sections dealing with the basic concepts and theories in
soil mechanics and the application of these concepts within geotechnical engineering
designNew topics include limit analysis techniques, in-situ testing, and foundation
systemsAdditional material on seepage, soil stiffness, the critical state concept, and foundation
designEnhanced pedagogy including a comprehensive glossary, learning outcomes,
summaries, and visual examples of real-life engineering equipmentAlso new to this edition is an
extensive companion website comprising innovative spreadsheet tools for tackling complex
problems, digital datasets to accompany worked examples and problems, a password-protected
solutions manual for lecturers covering the end-of-chapter problems, weblinks, extended case
studies, and more.

"The reviewer considers that Dr Knappett, in revising this classic textbook, has made a
substantial additional contribution to the years of service given by Dr Craig to the civil
engineering profession, in general, and the geotechnical community in particular."―Catherine
O’Sullivan, Imperial College, London, UK"Jonathan Knappett is breathing a fresh lease of life
into this old favourite with several new slants, including for the first time the design philosophy of
Eurocode 7 and much new material...I propose to keep it on our list of ‘must consult’
textbooks."―Edward Bromhead, Kingston University, UK"Buying a copy of Craig as an
undergraduate is a lifetime career investment."―Geoffrey Blight, Witwatersrand University,
South Africa"All the background needed for those engaged in geotechnical engineering
practice, foundation engineering and construction can be found in this book."―Fred Boadu,
Duke University, USA"As a professor and civil engineering professional, I found this 8th edition
of Craig’s Soil Mechanics to be everything a beginning engineering student is looking for in an
introductory textbook on soil mechanics… I would highly recommend this as one of the finest
textbooks on the topic of soil mechanics."―Gregory Ohrn, Northern Arizona University,
USA"This valuable textbook is highly recommended to students, engineers, and educators in
the field of geotechnical engineering."―Mehrdad Razavi, New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology, USA--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJ. A.
Knappett is a lecturer in Civil Engineering at the University of Dundee, UK.R. F. Craig is a former
lecturer in Civil Engineering at the University of Dundee, UK.--This text refers to an alternate



kindle_edition edition.
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Abeer, “thanks alot amazon. com. Thank you very much, I received my book, it is very useful.”

Alisha, “Wouldn't be without a copy!. Essential for any civil engineering student studying
geotechnics, and also useful for graduates or anyone looking to get a bit of an insight into
Eurocode 7.The topics delivered are relevant and presented with example problems and design
situations, the text also tackles the Eurocode 7 design philosophy and breaks it down into
manageable and understandable chunks. Was essential for university and will no doubt be using
it frequently in the work place.”

Omaima, “Good. A very good and useful book for civil engineering students.”

Alkiviadis, “Very good for MSc Students. It's a very good book. It has all the basic principles of
soil mechanics, in detail with many tables, graphs and some sketches. The exercises at the end
of each topic are quite useful. It doesn't take 5 stars because it doesn't have in detail the lab
tests, which means that in order to have a spherical and good understanding of soil mechanics
you'll need one (at least) more book, such as K. H. Head's (Volumes 1-3)”

Francois sassell, “Five Stars. Again very interesting and helpful for my studies”

mr d knight, “essential material for understanding some of the complicated topics of
Geotechnics. Essential book to own found it very useful in understanding Geotechnics. I have a
4hr lecture of Geotechnics every week and don't really understand or get anything from the
lecture. So I brought this book and it has help me considerably don't know what I would have
done without.  Great book”

The book by Jonathan Knappett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 59 people have provided feedback.
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